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Abstract

OpenAFS has a long history of tight integration with the Kerberos authentication

system. However, while Kerberos has adapted to support new encryption schemes,

such as AES, AFS has remained reliant on the critically weak DES encryption type.

It was recently demonstrated that DES in Kerberos 5 could be brute forced in 23

hours to obtain the private service key, compromising the service. For OpenAFS,

this is a catastrophic vulnerability that cannot be mitigated by switching to stronger

key types. We extend OpenAFS to allow the use of stronger key types without any

client-side changes, mitigating this vulnerability.
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1 Introduction

OpenAFS is a distributed filesystem, originally developed at Carnegie Mellon University [4].

OpenAFS emerged alongside Kerberos 4, leverging its authentication mechanisms fairly in-

trusively, even shipping with a built-in Kerberos 4 server for deployment at sites that did not

have an existing Kerberos infrastructure. Unfortunately, Kerberos 4 has long since been con-

sidered End-of-Life [1] by the Kerberos Consortium, and the Consortium been recommending

that users migrate to Kerberos 5. Kerberos 4 relied on the Data Encryption Standard (DES)

as a cryptographic primitive for securing communication between the Key Distribution Server

(KDC), the users, and the services. Unfortunately, modern technology has outpaced DES,

allowing the 56-bit block cipher to be cracked by brute force in approximately 23 hours [3].

MIT has long deployed both AFS and Kerberos, rolling out OpenAFS as a replacement

to the older TransArc AFS, and deploying Kerberos 5 alongside Kerberos 4 for compatibility.

Services were slowly migrated to take advantage of the benefits of Kerberos 5, which included

the Generic Security Services Application Program Interface (GSSAPI). However, Kerberos

4 services remained, such as the kpop Kerberized Post Office Protocol, which were not

compatible with the newer encryption available in Kerberos 5, leaving MIT’s deployment of

Kerberos 5 as vulnerable as the Kerberos 4 which it superseded.

Recently, it was demonstrated that Kerberos utilizing DES was vulnerable to the brute-

force attack [2]. Such an attack was previously only theoretical, as it required obtaining

enough known plaintext-ciphertext pairs to mount the attack, which was not known to

be possible. This vulnerability was responsibly disclosed to MIT Information Services and

Technology (IS&T), who then proceeded to upgrade the MIT KDC to version 1.9, enabling

the use of the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) and then proceeded to upgrade many

services to these secure encryption types.

Although many critical MIT services, such as the Kerberos Key Distribution Server,
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Zephyr, and Moira, have been upgrades to AES-256 encryption, AFS is not upgradable by

just changing the strength of the credential. AFS’ tight integration with Kerberos 4 leaves

it unable to use any other encryption besides DES, partly as mandated by its use of the

rxkad security class for the RX protocol. OpenAFS is currently undergoing modification to

support the proposed rxgk [5] security class for the RX protocol, which would enable it to

have the full benefits of GSSAPI, including use of encryption types other than DES. Sadly,

these modifications to OpenAFS require both client- and server-side changes, and are not

complete at this time.

2 Enabling Use of New Encryption Types in rxkad

Despite AFS having much of Kerberos 4 ingrained in it, work has been done (but not

completed) to transition to rxkad5, a security class for RX that utilizes Kerberos 5 rather

than Kerberos 4. For the most part, rxkad5 is identical to rxkad, except that it uses a

Kerberos 5 ticket rather than a Kerberos 4 ticket; it is identified by specifying Key Version

Number (kvno) of 256 rather than the actual ticket version number. Therefore, we can

extend the system by incorporating the Kerberos 5 library into the AFS servers, equiping

them to handle and decrypt Kerberos 5-style tickets.

This change requires no client-side modification, as the userspace aklog utility is already

aware of Kerberos 5, and specifically requests a DES session key. This allows the service key

to be upgraded to a strong encryption type, while the ephemeral session key remains DES.

Although not an ideal scenario, this reduces the attack surface of AFS from an adversary

being able to gain complete control of the AFS cell within 24 hours to only beign able to take

control of a single user’s session, which may have expired by the time the key is extracted.

The modifications to the AFS servers to support Kerberos 5 encryption types requires

replacing the routines that read the Kerberos 4-style KeyFile with those that can read a
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Kerberos 5 keytab, and then decrypt the initial communication from the client to determine

the session key. No modifications to the session key system or cache manager are required, or

possible. The fcrypt encryption system that is used to secure the communication between

the client and server requires a 56-bit key, which is derived from the DES session key.

Additional features to allow the derivation of an fcrypt key from the session key of a larger

encryption system is possible, but will only benefit upgraded clients.

3 Preserving the localauth Functionality

AFS provides a set of tools that can manipulate the state of the server, providing admin-

istrative access. These tools include the bos Basic OverSeer service, which is responsible

for starting and maintaining the other component AFS services. This functionality allows a

system administrator to log in as root of an AFS server and perform maintenance, without

using their own personal credentials. This is useful in situations such as setting up the AFS

server, or emergency scenarios when the KDC cannot be contacted. This functionality is

also used to allow the servers to communicate with each other securely without contacting

the KDC.

AFS implements this functionality through what is known as “ticket printing”, in which

the service itself performs the work the KDC would when requesting a credential. Currently,

AFS only supports ticket printing for DES, which would have to be extended to the new

Kerberos 5 encryption types. The Heimdal Kerberos 5 implementation contains a tool called

kimpersonate which implements this functionality; it can serve as a model for implementing

this feature for AFS.
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4 Implementing akimpersonate

The OpenAFS tool aklog, which converts a Kerberos 5 AFS service ticket to a Kerberos 4

OpenAFS token, has long had a function called get credv5 akimpersonate, which could be

used along with the undocumented -keytab option to print a an AFS token to to the target

service. This functionality is clearly intended for debugging purposes only. The function

vaguely resembles the Heimdal kimpersonate tool, although it is unclear if it derives from

it.

The original akimpersonate method was moved out of aklog, and into a separate file

within the OpenAFS authentication library, so that the code could be used elsewhere. How-

ever, upon first compilation, this code was not even included, due to an error in the requisite

feature macros. Once this was corrected, it was apparent that the code had not been in

use in modern OpenAFS in some time, and in fact, probably never worked, as it instantly

resulted in segmentation faults.

Once the logic of akimpersonate was updated to make sense with modern Kerberos, it

was incorporated into GenericAuth in authcon.c, enabling the Kerberos 5 code path both

for localauth and inter-server authentication. This configuration was tested against the

bosserver with the bos client. With the exception of the debugging print statements that

were inserted for testing, ths Kerberos 5 codepath cannot be distinguished from the Kerberos

4 code path fro a user’s prospective.

Finally, the new akimpersonate method was enabled for aklog, restoring the previously-

broken -keytab feature.

5 Deploying the First Prototype

The first prototype of the modifed OpenAFS servers was completed on March 6, 2013. The

deployment to zone.mit.edu switched to newly-generated AES-256 keys, and worked only
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for the first five minutes. After that, the servers lost the ability to maintain an authenticated

connection to each other, due to the printed ticket having a lifetime of only five minutes. I had

erroneously assumed in the authentication code that servers would establish new security

contexts to each other. However, OpenAFS requires that the lifetime of the inter-server

connection be infinite. This is a security issue in of itself, and was remedied by by setting

the ticket lifetime to 0x7FFFFFFF (OpenAFS also defines NEVERDATE to be 0xFFFFFFFF, which

was later realized to be a better choice). Due to implementation differences on the size of

the Kerberos Time Type, only a 32-bit value is safe. This means that this implementation

of additional encryption types for AFS is subject to the infamous UNIX time “2038 bug”.

After these changes, the zone.mit.edu cell functioned normally, and transparently to legacy

clients.

05/14/13 23:38:04 05/15/13 20:53:03 afs/athena.mit.edu@ATHENA.MIT.EDU

renew until 05/21/13 15:40:12, Etype (skey, tkt):

DES cbc mode with CRC-32, DES cbc mode with CRC-32

05/14/13 23:45:41 05/15/13 20:53:03 afs/zone.mit.edu@ATHENA.MIT.EDU

renew until 05/21/13 15:40:12, Etype (skey, tkt):

DES cbc mode with CRC-32, AES-256 CTS mode with 96-bit SHA-1 HMAC

Tokens held by the Cache Manager:

User’s (AFS ID 2036865638) tokens for afs@zone.mit.edu [Expires May 15 20:53]

User’s (AFS ID 90787) tokens for afs@athena.mit.edu [Expires May 15 20:53]

Figure 1: Output of klist -e and tokens showing AES-256 encryption types

Unfortunately, the zone.mit.edu cell is used for development, and is not a good test for

actual deployments. On March 19, 2013, the ops.mit.edu AFS cell was upgraded to run

the proposed patchset, and has since been functioning correctly. This provides the proposed

patchset much-needed additional testing to verify that it will function correctly in the “wild”.

Additionally, these servers were upgraded by a system administrator who was not involved

in the development of the patchset, showing that the system was workable by others. No
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incidents of malfunction have since been reported.

Figure 1 shows the output of klist -e and tokens on an unmodified OpenAFS 1.4.12

client, comparing a traditional OpenAFS server to a modified OpenAFS 1.6-based server

with additional-encryption-type enablement patches, demonstrating the patchset as fully

functional.

6 Schedule of Work

Initial preparation of this work began during January 14-25, consisting of discussion with

a subset of the OpenAFS Security Team, regarding the concerns surrounding DES. At this

point it was discovered that a similar idea had independently been proposed, and a collab-

oration was established.

Throughout February, new code to support the new encryption types was developed,

along with the code to support local authentication. From March 1-5, final integration

work to prepare the first prototype was completed, and a developer from the Kerberos

Consortium began code review. On March 6, the first prototype was deployed and validated

to be working, and continues to function. Scheduled work currently includes releasing a

polished version of the security patches in coordination with the OpenAFS Security Team,

which includes providing backported patches to the OpenAFS 1.4 release series, as well as

incorporating the changes into the master branch, which includes significant advances in

cryptographic support, mostly for rxgk, allowing for a wider range of design decisions.

As this work nears completition, we begin the process of updating affected sites with

pre-release versions of the code. MIT was provided with an advance copy of the code for

evaluation, has tested it, and will be deploying it to the production athena.mit.edu servers

after Commencement. A more mature version of this patchset was recently made available

to Morgan Stanley. Work is now underway to prepare the security advisory documentation
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and obtain a CVE number, as well as prepare update packages for the popular distributions.

7 Draft OpenAFS Security Advisory

It is expected that this patchset will be released with OpenAFS 1.6.4; the window to release

with 1.6.3 is rapidly closing. A draft of the OpenAFS security advisory that will accompany

this release is below. A Kerberos security advisory regarding the issue is also expected, but

is not currently written.

OpenAFS Security Advisory 2013-nnnn

Topic: Cryptographic weaknesses in OpenAFS

Issued: xx yyy 2013

Last Updated: xx yyy 2013

Affected: OpenAFS clients and servers before version 1.6.4.

Severity: CRTICAL

An attacker with a Kerberos principal capable of authenticating to an

OpenAFS cell can determine the cell’s service key. This attack

currently takes approximately 23 hours on the public CloudCracker

service.

SUMMARY

=======

AFS was developed to tightly integrate with the Kerberos

authentication system, which originally used the DES cipher. Although

Kerberos has since gained support for more encryption types, AFS has

continued to be limited to DES due to the design of the KeyFile and

use of the DES session key for on-the-wire encryption.

An attacker that can request a ticket to the AFS service can use the

structure of the Kerberos ticket to brute-force the AFS cell’s private

service key. The attacker can then use the private service key to

impersonate any user to the AFS servers, including the AFS

administrators, gaining access to all administrative capabilities as

well as all user data.
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IMPACT

======

* An attacker with a Kerberos principal in a realm that has an AFS

server, or peers with a realm with an AFS server, can obtain a

ticket for the AFS service. The attacker can then brute-force the

AFS cell’s private DES service key. This attack currently takes

approximately 23 hours on the public CloudCracker service.

* Once the private service key has been obtained, the attacker can

then impersonate any user to the AFS servers. This includes

administrative users, allowing the attacker full access to the AFS

cell. The attacker can also impersonate individual users to the AFS

servers to obtain access to user data without modifying any

configuration.

* No publically available exploits are currently known.

AFFECTED SOFTWARE

=================

* These are protocol vulnerabilities; ALL implementations of

vulnerable functionality are vulnerable.

* All releases of OpenAFS before 1.6.4 are vulnerable.

FIX

===

* These are PROTOCOL vulnerabilities; fixes inherently involve

restricting the functionality of the protocol.

* OpenAFS version 1.6.4 includes server-side support for stronger

encryption types by utilizing a Kerberos 5 keytab instead of a

KeyFile. Deploying OpenAFS 1.6.4 servers requires no client-side

changes to switch to a stronger private service keys.

* OpenAFS version 1.6.4 will continue to operate with DES keys in the

KeyFile unless strong keys are placed in rxkad.keytab.

* OpenAFS version 1.6.4 includes client-side support for stronger
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encryption types for session keys. Although upgrading clients to

1.6.4 is not necessary to mitigate this vulnerability, it is

desirable as it will allow disabling DES encryption types on the

realm’s Key Distribution Center.
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8 Conclusion

Despite the heavy reliance on Kerberos 4, some fortunate design decisions in OpenAFS’s wire

protocol have allowed us to temporarily salvage the security nightmare in a backwards and

forwards compatible mechanism. However, this mitigation (which we sometimes refer to hu-

morously as rxkad5-no-really) is no substitute for rxgk, which provides full cryptographic

agility to OpenAFS. However, this mitigation technique does allow the rxgk developers some

additional time to develop the standard and ensure that it is designed properly, without the

pressure of an outstanding security vulnerability.
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